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Abstract

The primary aim of this study was tb determine whether children
of different cognitive styles are more susceptible to different forms
of conservation training. 106 kindergarteners were pretested on
nubiber conservation and two cognitive style measures representing
ragan4-s-impulsivicy-reflectivity dimension and Santostefano's leveling-
sharpening dimension. From this sample 7 non-conservers were assigned
to one of three conservation training conditions: reversibility
training, discrimination training or no training. Impu1sive-reflective
and leveling-sharpening children were represented in approximatley
equal numbers in each of the training conditions. Following training
two post-tests of number conservation and transfer conservation were
acuinistred, one imhiediately and another two weeks later. The
results st:ewed several instances where style variables were associ-
ated with conservation acquisition. First, prior to training natural
conservers wade fewer errors on the impulsivity-reflectivity measure
than non-conservers. Second, an anticipated style X training inter-
action occurred: impulsive children were more susceptible to rever-
sibility training whereas reflcctives profited more from discrimina-
tion training. Third,' in the transfer tasks reflectives improved
their conservation status from imiediate to delayed post-tests while
impulsives did not. 111 contrast to the impulsivity-reflectivity
dimension, the leveling-sharpening dimension did not seem related
to conservation in any clear or consistent manner.
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Introduction

The effect of training experiences upon Piagetian type tasks
has been amply demonstrated. The various types of conservation
(e.g., Brainerd & Allen, 1971), classification (e.g., Caruso &
Resnick, 197'_; Parker, Sperr & Reiff, 1972), transitive reasoning
(e.e., Bryant & Trabasso, 1971) as well as a host of other cog-
nitive skills are all amenable, in varying degrees, to accele-
ration. Tile fact that such skills can be accelerated) but only
"let varying degrees" raised questions regarding the limits of such
paradigms. Aside from poorly designed training procedures, it
appears that the major factor which limits the effectiveness of
training is the range of pre-existing skills and preferences
which the child brings to the training session. The importance
of such skills has been reflected indirectly in several studies
where it has been shovel that older children are more likely to
profit from training experiences than younger children (Bailin,
106:i; Inhelder & Sinclair, 1969; Peters, 1970). Other studies,
either by controlline age or by manipulating age and training
conditions have demonstrated the importance of specific skills,
such as compensation (Curcio, Kattef, Levine & Robbins, 1972)
or perceptual and motoric strategies (Whitman a Peisach, 1970))
upon the effectiveness of training.

The extent to which cognitive style variables enhance or
inhibit the effectiveness of various training techniques is less
firmly established. Creenfield (1966) argued from data based
upon American and Wolof children that the sets of experiences
responsible for conservation acquisition may be somewhat diffe-
rent across the two cultural groups.

The success of an instructional method in one group of
children and-its failure in another strengthens our convic-
tion that differently enculturated children have basically
different schemata for approaching conservation (Greenfield,
1966, 'p.249).

Unfortunately, the evidence provided by Greenfield was meagier
and subsequent study of similar groups of children has not substan-
tiated her claim (Lloyd, 1971). In another invesOgation by
Peters (1970) it was hypothesized that different forms of number
conservation training would not have equivalent effects upon pre-
conservers whose coenitive styles differed along dimensions of
verbal level and analytic sorting behavior. Although suggestive
trends were present, the results did not reveal significant style
X training ioaeractions.

Of course, the possibility remains that a.style X training
effect cannot be dewnstrated in conservation training paradigms
although it is not likely. In diseinlines'other than cognitive
development which focus upon issues of behavioral change, such as
education (e.g.) Sanders, Di Vesta & Grey, 1972) or therapy



(e.g., 'loos & Macintosh, 1970), the validity of a "trait X treat-
ment" interaction effect has been frequently denonstrated. More-
over, cognitive style variables have been shown to relate to
conservation status (Orpet n leyers, 1970) and to influence the
kinds of information which are processed in perceptual learning
situations (Nebelkopf & Dreyer, 197J; Cdom, McIntyre ;'4 fleale, 1971).
One major problem in testing the validity of style X training models
in cognitive development, particularly conservation acquisition,
is that specific dimensions of cognitive style which mieht relate
to processes of conservation training have not been clearly speci-
fied. Indeed, there is little consensus about the experiential
,processes involved in conservation ace,uisition itself.

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that style X
training effects do operate in conservation acquisition. To

remedy certain problems which could have been contained in previous
research, two specific features were incorporated into the research
design. first, conservetion training techniques were employed
which (1) have proved to be effective inducers of conservation in
previous research and (2) appeal' to induce conservation via rather
different psychological processes. Reversibility training, first
uSred by Pallach and Sprott (1964) and subsequently in a number of
studies (Wallach, Uall & Anderson, 1967; Brelnerd, 1972), and dis-
crimination training (halford, 1970; lial ford Ft Fullerton, 1970)
would seem to fulfill these criteria. In reversibility training,
elements (e.g., checkers) in two numerically equal sets are arranged
in one-to-one correspondence, a transformation on one set is per-
formed (e.g., a row is elongated) , the conservation question is
asked, and then following the child's response, the transformed
set is returned to its initial state where the elements of both
sets are again in one-to-one correspondence. The technique is
believed to facilitate a recognition in the child that rearranging
elements does not effect a change in number and that perceptually
transformed sets have the potential to be "reversed". In discri-
mination training, an attempt is made to have a preconserving
child recognize that, in a row of elements, the length of the row
or the density of elements within a row are not by themselves suf-
ficient indices of number. The technique encourages a recognition
that length and density jointly determine number and that attention
to one without consideration of the other will give erroneous results.
This technique is mead to correct one of the moor reasons for non-
conservation, namely, the child's tendency to center on one dimension
of the conservation task to exclusion of the other. Contrasting the
two training procedures, discrimination requires a great deal more
stimulus scanning, dissection and comparing amng sets of elements
than reversibilitY training. A more extensive discussion of these
procedures is given in the methods section.

A second feature of the research strategy in this study was that
children were pretested on two separate cognitive style dimensions:
Kaganis (1965) impulsivity-reflectivity scale and
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Santostefano's (1964; 1969) measure of leveling-sharpening. An

important aspect of both these dimensions is that the tests under-
lying them provide acceptable test-retest reliabilities. The
impulsive-reflective d:mension is believed to measure an indivi-
dual's "conceptual tempo" or "the degree to which the subject
reflects on the validity of his solution hypotheses in problems
that contain response uncertainty" (Kagan a Kogen,.1970, p.1309).
The most cowonly used measure of impulsivity-reflectivity,
the ;4atching Familiar Figures test, has a high degree of relia-
bility and has been shown to generalize to many other tasks
(Kagan & Kogan,1970). The second cognitive style dimension,
leveling-sherpening, has been conceptualized mainly in terms of
memory processes and the ability of an individual to maintain
and compare discrete memory traces over time. Sharpeners tend
to perceive and maintain discrete memories so that elements do
not lose their individuality. Levelers tend toward more global
perceptions and merge new experiences with memories of earlier
experiences so that temporally ordered events are less distinct.
Like the impulsive-reflective dimension, leveling-sharpening
'measures are fairly reliable and some evidence has been presen-
ted for their face validity.

The particular manner in which the training techniques will
interact with one or both of the cognitive style dfiaensions was
not predicted beforehand. As noted previously, the basic re-
search strategy was to select two rather different conservation
training procedures and apply them to children who were pretested
on two reliable cognitive style measures. One might be teiupted
to predict, for instance, that discrimination training, because
it appears to require more visual scanning and discrimination
than reversibility training, would be more eFfective for reflec-
tive children who engage in such behavior more frequenty. Re-
versibility training,since its demands for visual scanning and
comparison are minimal, may be more effective for apulsives.
While the predictions appear plausible' other research by
Peters (1970) has shown a tendency for the most effective style
X training interactions to be of a "compensatory" type rather than
the matching of training to aptitudes. Specifically, the trend
in Peters' study was that wore verbally adept subjects profited
most from non-verbal, perceptual training whereas perceptually
analYjc subjects were more responsive to training which empha-
sized verbal rule instruction of the conservation problem.
Hence, in this study, an overall interaction of style and training
was predicted but no specific prediction was made regarding which
particular combinations of style and training would be most effec-
tive.
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Method

The design of, the investigation contained the following pro-
cedures, First, a pretraining assessment which included number
conservation and two cognitive style measures was administered.
Nonconserving children representin) four combinations of two cog-
nitive styles were identified and assigned to two conservation
training groups and a control group. An immediate posttest of
nuiaber conservation and four transfer tasks was administered and
a month later a similar posttest was administered.

Subjects

The subjects fur the study were the entire population of a
centralized kindergarten located in a suburb of Boston. There
were 196 children enrolled in'the kindergarten at the beginning
of the study; ten of these were not included in the final results,
three had moved away, four had illness or absence which inter-
fered with the timing or sequence of the study and three were
unable to cooperate suffuciently for the measures to be considered
reliaule. Of the luo children rewaining in the study, there were
111 boys and 75 girls. No city-wide statistics on the sex dis-
tribution of the kindergarten population were available but the
children were bused in by whole neighborhoods so that the pre-
ponderance of boys was not produced by a selection policy. The

children were bused to the centralized kindergarten because of
lack of classroom space for kindergartens in their own neighbor-
hoods. All children were caucasian. The wean age for all the
children was 5.78 years ranging from 5.18 to 7.07 years.

Procedure
A pretraining assessment over two sessions was conducted for

all subjects. The procedures included number conservation tasks
and two cognitive style measures. All testing was carried out by
two faale experiwenters who took the children one by one to an
unoccupied room a short-distance from their classroom.
Number Conservation Pretest. Number conservation was tested in
toe foViowing wanner. Tne-Child was given a bag of checkers and
the experimenter said, "Please take out five checkers for your-
self." Nearly all the children were able to do this but occasion-
ally it was necessary to say, "Is that five?". When the child's
checkers were correct the experimenter said, "Now take five For
me." The experimenter then formed a line with the child's
checkers and opposite it, in one-to-one correspondence, another
line with her own. The experimenter asked, "Do we have the same
awount of checkers?" After the child replied that the rows were
the same, the experimenter said, "Now watch what! do" and spread
the child's row out. The experimenter then asked, "How about
now? Do we have the same amount of checkers?" If the child said
"No", the experimenter asked, "Which one?" and then "IM, do you
know?" For the children who replied that the amount of checkers
remained the same after the transformation, the experimenter
asked, "Hops do you know?". All choices and answers were recorded.
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Three additional transformations were carried out in the same
manner. Between trials the checkers were reterned to one-to-one
correspondence and the child asked to confirm their equality. Onu
point was recorded for each conserving response and west of the
children (e) were consistent in their responses, that is, they
scored a total of either zero or four for the number conservation
tasks. Explanations underlying conservation or nonconserving
ansers as well as other ccoments were also recorded.
1..y0ino-Soarpenine i.kaasure. The House Test, developed by Santo-
s-eetZo (WM, was used to assess leveling-sharpening. This
test consists of a set of 60 cards containing line drawings of a
nouse. Examples of these cirrus are given in Appendix A. Beginning
with the fourth card and on every third card thereafter, son de-
tail of the drawing is omitted. The cards were shown to the child
one at a time with the instruction to stop the experimenter when
he notices sowetning has changee. There is a total of 19 changes
so that ultiieately 19 details disappear from the picture. The
leveling-sharpening ratio is a score determined by both the number
of changes observed and the length of tiwe elapsing between the
actual change and the child's report of it.

Owing the auministration of the House Test the experimenter
recorded the child's responses on a scoring sheet derived from one
devised try Santostefano. Actual chances are marked on the scoring
sheet so that a lag score can be obtained. That is, if the child
said that the doorknob had disappeared on card 15 when it had ac-
tually occurred on card four, then tne lag score for that item
would be 11. For each item not observed by the child, a number is
added to his score equal to the difference between the card number
of the unobserved change and the total number of cards, that is,
60. Fur example, the doorknob disappeared at card four. If the

IHroi child does not note this cnange at all, 56 points are added to
4"lv his score. Tice total score is a ratio obtained by adding together

,_,4 all of the lag scores and all of the unobserved scores which are
then divided by 19, the total number of changes. The mean for the

eee:efri entire sample was determined and subjects were classified. as

"levelers" who scored above the sample mean while subjects scoring
g:',0 below the wean were designated "sharpeners".

e, Impulsivity-Reflectivity Oeasure. The second cognitive style mea-
re e0 sure was deriVed from KagUri-iTatching Femiliar Figures Test

co (i1FF, 19u6). Since the children were rather young, Wright's Kansas
Reflection-Impulsivity Scale (KRISP, 1971), a downward extension
of the MFF, was selected for use. The OFF is made up of a series

Cirl of twelve trials. Each trial requires that the child choose the

I:224
correct picture from awong six variants. These are line drawings
containing considerable detail. The KRISP consists of ten trials.
The line drawings are larger and less detailed than the HFF and
the number of variants ranges from four to six. In addition to
the determination of the subject's tempo, the KRISP also provides
data on the subject's ability to discriminate among the details
of a stimulus array presented simultaneously rather than serially
as in the House Test. For the KRISP, a standard end four to six
variations were shown to the child and he was instructed to
"Find Lee picture down heee which is just like this one up here.
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(See Appendix 6). The pictures were mounted in a three ring note-
book in sueh a way that the standard appetree at the top. Both the
time to the first response and the number of errors were recorded,
as well as coiments and observations such as whether or not a child
currected an erroneous response spontaneously.
Exrerimental arouus. There were 114 children who had given two,
teree or tour conserving responses on the number conservation test.
These were desimated as -conservers and received no further tests.
The 72 children who scored zero or one on the conservation tasks
were designated nonconservers.

kiong those children who scored above the sample mean in re-
sponse time and below the mean error score were designated reflec-
tive. Children at the other extreme who score below the mean
response time and above the mean error score were designated im-
pulsive. About two-thirds of the subjects usually fall into these
two categories. The remaining third of the subjects are either
both fast in time and low in errors or slow in time and high in
errors. Some researchers use only the time variable to determine
impulsivity but considerable information is discarded by following
that procedure (see for instance, Kagan, Pearson and Uelch, 1966).
Clearly, impulsive responses which are correct are different from
those which are wrung. Therefore, in order to dichotomize the
KRISP data, the time and error scores were combined into a single
number. This was done by dividing the response time by the sum
of the error score and a constant. Adding the constant provided
a more uniform scale while leaving the rank order unchanged. Exa-
mination of the data-showed that this method resulted in the highest
scores for those identified as "pure" reflectives by the conventio-
nal means and the lowest scores for those. identified as "pure" im-
pulsives: Subjects above the median were designated "reflective"
and subjects below the median were designated "impulsive" in a
procedure similar to that used to classify levelers and sharpeners.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the subjects classified by both
impulsivity-reflectivity and. leveling-sharpening.

TABLE l

DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS CLASSIFIED BY IMPULSIVITY-
REFLECTIVITY AHD LEVELING-SHARPENING

Impulsive Reflective

Leveling 19 17 36

Sharpening 17 19 36

36 36 72

The nearly even distribution of subjects indicates that these
styles and independent. Santostefanu (1969) found that leveling
is associated with low motor delay and he also cites Klein's con-
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tention'that the capability for delay is a "critical variaole dis-
tinguisning levelers and sharpeners". Ml to motor delay may
be different from Cognitive delay, these data do not support the
contention that iwpulsivity and leveling are associated. The
children represented in each of the quadrants of Table 1 were as-
signed in order as trey were identified to two training groups
and a control croup. This resulted in a very nearby equal dis-
tribution of the 4 cognitive style combinations among the three
groups.
Trainina Sessions. The training sessions for all 72 nonconservers
were initiated within a week of their identification and in most
cases within a day or two. There were two training sessions in
all experimental conditions. P.ost subjects received training on
two consecutive days and the immediate posttest on the third day.
The delayed posttest was administered within 25 to 30 days after
the imaediate posttest.
Situation and Materials. All training was conducted on an indi-
vidvdr-Lasis in a mom close to the child's classroom. The same
materials were used in all three groups. Two pieces of poster
paper l4 "x 22'were attached to a sheet of steel shim to form a
surface suitable for magnetic mounting of figures. The figures
were a set of identical dogs (resembling the cartoon character
Snoopy) and a set of doghouses. All pieces were made from con-
struction paper with a small piece of magnetic tape on the back.
Thus the figures were held firmly in place but could be moved
easily by the experimenter or subject. An easel was used to
support and present tne cards. For the first training session.
there was a set in which each Snoopy was a different color and
there was a doghouse of the corresponuing color for each to pro-
vide an additional cue for establishing one-to-one correspondence.
For the second session, a variety of colors was used but on any
One trial all the dogs were the same color and in each ma the
houses were all the same color so that color was irrelevant but
not misleading.
Discrimination Trainino. Ten cards each containing a standard
ruw 4NO taro cumparison rows were prepared in advance for each
trdinieg session. In general, a stdouerd row uf dogs (4,b or o)
were placed ae tne top of the card evenly spdced. After a
bldee space beluw, two rows of uognouses were arranged; one nee
cuncdineu huuses equal to the numuer uf dues cuntdined in the
standard row. The remaining row of houses contained either one
wore or less than toe stdeddru row. Sawple oispldys are snow
in Figure 1.

In addition to varying cne numbers uf the elements in the
variuus rows, the spacine varied su thdt ehe correct house ruw
was sus etiwus cnu sawe length as the dug row and swetiwes it
WdS lunger or seureer. Tire: uistractor row diSu varieii in spd-

cing dnu length. Ti e currect house roar -as d cite distracter row

were alteredted in each trial with respect to ehe-tup or bottom
poeielon.
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The first caru wus eepesed fur the child aed tne experimenter
seid, "Here are some duos eed they ere Woking for tneir evuses:
Here ere seme itouses oowe nere. Tnu clew* is to chouse the row of
AOUSQS SU eclat every (Jug doS d house and every huuee u dug. Will

it be teis row (running finger alung row) or tnis row? You way
count if you lihe".

After the child indicated a choice, the experimenter said%,
"Yed Can hove the houses. Put thew wite tee dugs and SCU if you
were right". Toe eeperimneer somethees eelped -co move the first
piece. After till ficdiSeS were under to dogs, toe experteenter
eskea, hibi.:re you right?". If Ole cniio Ndu enosen correctly and
said thot lie hou, the experimenter sdid, "Yee, ,you were right."
If the cailu hall cnosen incorrectly aed said that he was right
tires the experimee ter pointed to Ch:: extre dog or IIUUS deo
asked, "oeoc eoeut this one?". In that case, instructions were
repeated un to next; trial. Tile criterion fur terieineting the
treining KW; four consecutive correct choices diml a WaXiMilla of
Len trials were given eace day.

Tne secueu series of viols on the following day wore con-
ducted in tne same meneer ey.cept that, dS previouely noted, the
culur cue wee removed. Also, We series of trdining &lois pru-
9ressed frum smell nu4luers of dogs and neuses in the rows to
larger numbers.
eeversiWity Treioing. The cnild was shown a row of doghouses
eace wite a cog sitting on cop (see Figure 4. The experimenter
asked, "Are tnere juet as maey dogs as nouses? Dues every
Snoopy have a nuuse?". After tne child enswered affirmatively,
Lne eXPOriidenter WOVell We dOgs away frum tee houses, spreading
them out at the Sdide Ci;W:2. Tice experimenter teee asked again,
"Hew &emit now. Are tir just as many eogs as houses? Does
every Snuopy eave a nuuse?". After tee chile responded, the
experimenter said, "Put them beck and see if your were right'',
and Cowl, "euro you dent?".

Ten triels of tnis type were designed end, as in the discri-
mination precedure they varied in numieer ana type of trensforma-
tiun. Fur suee triels coe does were meveu, for otners the houses
were moved. As in tee discriminatiun traieing, tne first series
,eere (dew by color CueS WIliCit here eiimiaaL:lo ili tee second

series. Agein feur cooeecutive correct responses were the crite-
rion for tormieeeine cue training.
Coe.i.r:ols. Like the 'ruining groups, the control group also was
seen on two Cbd3eCdtiVC eeys. Cacti child wes exposed to the
troieine hooter ills Put eid nut receive any specific training.
bieteuiete Posttst.- Firs e, the some conservation of number tasks

____. ..... _____

Used in iele preteet were reeei.lin:stered for tAQ posttest. In

aueidue, flier' other coir,,vrvatieh tdS'$,S were eCministerea to dS-

se!iS tire transfer (.) tee meoer conservetiun training to other
t,ebes ef cunSerVoLivii. Tde coniervations aSSLISSLd were mess,
lungen, dreg eed discuetinuuus quantity.. Since nouber conserva-
tion is ueudlly tee first coeservatiun ecqui red, additional con-
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Dogs 144ved Out

Fig, 2. Switple cards: Reversibility training
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servation tasks hdd nut been administered us part of the prutust.
Tne order in which tnese four tasks were administered was counter-
balanced across all subjects via a Latin :Auore design. There
were two transformations for each conservation type. buestions
weru similar in form to tae cooservatioo of oumoer questions.

To test CuirierVaLivil of WaSS, play dough was used. Tne ex-
perimenter divided a can of toe dough into two pieces and rolled
tnew into oalls, adjusting toem untii the collo agreed that they
contained toe same amount. The experimenter then rolled her ball
into a lung "out (log" ano posed tne series of conservdtion clues-
dons. Toe child's responses and coadeot.-, were.recurA:d. After
restoring the two calls anti again obtaining a judgment of "same%
unu cnild's oall was broken into twee pieces and the conserva-
tion questions repeated.

Fur leogto conservation, two 1/4-inch round sticks, nine
incnes long wore displayed parallel to each other with ends aligned.
Le coild Was asked if they were toe same length. Toe first trans-
formatiou was made by sliding one stick to the right and the con -
servation questions were posed. After aligning the sticks again,
tne secood transformation Was maue by placing one stick at a 450
dngle to the other alio the coaservatioo questions were repeated.

Conservdtido of area was assessed using two identical sheets
of green construction paper as "fields% A plastic toy horse was
placed on each field and the child was asked if cne horses had
tile same amount of grass to eat. Three barns were then added to
each field. en one field the barns were placed side by side along
one edge oho on the other field the barns were placed in each
corner and the ciiild was asked if tire horses nad the same amount
to eat now. Tire: second trial was similar except that four barns
were used and it should oe noted here tilat each barn was a diffe-
rent color.

Toe final conservation LEASK, uiscuntinuous quantity, was
given using transparent cylinders and sunflower seeds. The seeds
were poured into two identical cylinders and adjustments mad:! un-
til OW chile adreed toat tou two.cylinuers containeu the same
amount of seeds. The contents of one cylimier were poured into
anotour cylinder whicn Was taller and narrower and the conserva-
tion questions posed. After establishing equality agdin, the
second transformation was woe by pouriog toe seeds into a cylin-
der woicn was shorter and wider and toe cuin questions
were repeated. As noted previously all of toe cnild's answers
ono comments were recu rued.
oulayed_fosttest, Me same materials and procedures were again
employed µfur Grit: delayed posttest. As before, number conserva-
tion was assessed first dna the otour four tasks were given in
counturoalanced order across subjects. flu subjects were lust
between immediate posttest aod delayed posttest so tnat complete
data were obtained for -/Z subjects.
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Results

PretraininnData
Table 2 presents the ntorcorrelations among the pretraining

variables for tne entire sample. As can be seen from Table e,
there were two signiTicant correlations. They were (1) a nega-
tive correlation between the conservation score and errors on the

TABLE 2

CuRRELATION OATRIX: RETRAINING VARIABLES, ALL SUBJECTS (N=lbli)

AGE

CONSERVATION

1.EVELING-

SHARPENING

TIWE
KRISP

ERROR

AGE

0.0650

U.U094

-0.1142

0.0415

CONS

-0.0350

O.0392

-0.2379*

L-S.

-0.0196

O. U409

KRISP

TINE ERROR

-0.2445*

KRISP (p(.1.11) and (2) a negative correlation between the time and
errors on the KRISP (p c .01). None of the measures correlated
;iii in ugh ,.., prubauly because the aue r4oye fur this particular popu-

1atiu0 ds quite narrow.
Correlations were also computed fur the conservers and noncon-

servers separately. Tables 3 and 4 present these data. There was

TABLE 3

COARELATION MATRIX: RETRAINING VARIABLES, CONSERVERS (N=114)

AGE

CONSERVATION

LEVELIZ-
SHWENING

TI1E

KRISP

ERROR

AGE

0.0466

U.0231

-0.1152

-U.069

CONS L-S

0.0378

0.0332 -0.0149

-0.1309 0.1152

*p .4. .01

KRISP
TIH ERROR

-0.2b14*



TABLE 4

CuRRELATION v:ATRIX: PRETRAInING VARIABLES. nOiiCONSERVERS (i1=72)

AGE

CONSERVATION

LEVELING-
SHARPENING

TIDE
!CRISP

ERROR

AGE

-0.0673

-0.0070

-0.1232

0.2077

CONS

-0.0691

-0.1436

0.1814

L-S

-0.0234

-U.Uoll

KRISP
TIME ERROR

-0.2124*

*P < .10

one significant negative correlation ()4.01) fur the conservers
(nett am KR1SP time and error). for the noheonSerVerS, no sig-
nificant correlations emerged. Tne iwgative correlation between
the KRISP time and error scores was iii..irginally significant (p .10).

In Taule D toe wean SU:Ns and SwnUare errors on the pre-
training variables fur the conservers ono the noiicoiiservers are
presente8. comparisons of tne means oy t-test fur each sex sepa-

TABLE 5

CoOPAkISONS OF MEANS FUR CONSERVERS AND NUNCONSERVERS

en PRETkAINING MRIABLES

Variables Conservers
:1uan SO

Nonconservers
Mean SD

.
L.

Age 5.60 0.35 5.75 0.40 0.3704

Lev-Sh 20.37 3.75 20.69 4.54 0.50

KRISP Time 4.82 1.73 4.67 1.53 0.6110

KRISP Error 2.36 1.75 3.26 1.92 3.2225*

*p< 0.01
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rotely did not yield any significant results and so the data for
the sexes have been combined.

The largest difference between the groups is found for the
KRISP errors, a finuing vhich is reflected in the significant
correlation between tne conservation score and KRISP errors as
previously mentioned. Ilithout exception, the means for the con-
servers differed froal tie nonconservers in the expected direction,
if one assumes tnat generally the conservers are developmentally
ahead of tne nonconservers. Tnat is to say, even tnouoh the dif-
ferences uiu not redcn significance, tree conservers were older,
more sharpenina, anu took a longer time to 'respond but were more
often right.
Justifications. The justifications offered by the natural con-
servers woo scored four on the nwber conservation pretest were
exdaiineu to deteriuiini if tnere was a reldtiunsnip between the
child's cognitive style anu his cnuice of justification fur the
conserving responses. Four classificatory categories were esta-
olished bused on discussions by Piaciot (19o5), Hooper (19(.9) and
Rothenberg (19o9). The four categories were identity, reversi-
bility, audition-subtraction anti counting. Table 6 shows the
mimber of levelers afro sh.4rpeners who gave justifications in each

category. A cnild was assigned to a cateGury on the basis of his
first explanation if he offered more than one.

TABLE 6

JUSTIFICATIWS GIVEN FOR HOMER CONSERVING RESPONSES

BY 'LEVELERS AND SHARPENERS

Levelers Sharpeners All

Identity 18, 15 33

Reversibility l U 1

Addition-Subtraction 2 2 4

Counting 30 29 59

Total 51 46 97

Table d shows that the majurity of the children justified
their cedserving responses by counting, It is possible that this
response was influenced by the wAtura of mawrials and tne
experimenter's as%inA tne child to mt.M., uut five cnecxersu, as
well as tne comiitiu:; activities fostered in tin:: classrooms. There

were no dii:terenc:os between tne levelers anti snerpeners in the
typo' of justifications wnicn tney gave. A similar analysis of
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justEications according to the impulsive or reflective status of
to child yielded a sioilar pattern of findings. Type of justifi-
cation did not systaaaticelly relate to the child's cognitive style.

Post-test data
Eif;:ct of_crainino compared to control group. To determine whether
tee tralnind precedures, per se, were effective inoucers of con-
servdtioe (irrespective of cognitive style), an analysis of variance
of we numper of conserving responses which occurred in the two
training croups anu control group Was perfurwed. In addition to
the trainioy factor, two additional factors, imwediate vs. delayed
post-tests anu number conservation vs. transfer conservation tasks,
were inducted in the overall analysis. Since Mere were twice as
,,luny transfer tasks adoinistered than there were nuwber conservation
tasks, tfle total number of transfer tasks passed by an individual

child was divide(' by two, In effect tnis procedure equated perfor-
mances over the two sets of tasks, The Mean nulliber of conserving
responses according to training group and type of conservation task ..
are given in Table 7.

TABLE 7

WEAN ilUnbER CONSERVING RESPONSES FOR TRAINING

GROUPS ON NDHBER AND TRANSFER CONSERVATION TASKS

Conservation Task
Training Number Transfer Total

Discrimination 3.32 1.42 4,74

Reversibility 3.22 1.59 4.31

Control .75 1.06 1.81

Total 7.29 4.07

The analysis of variance revealed d significant training
effect (F . 5.13, df.2,09, p4f,,o6). Tne wean number of conser-
ving responses (out of a ooSSiUle 16) given by the reversibility
and discriwinatioo training groups was 4.81 and 4.74, respectively,
while toe control group moan was 1.81. Tnus, the training proce-ciroup

Bores do a;,,N-:)r to induce conservation, although* differences be-
tweeo the t,:e treining groups are close to zero.

In addition a second marginel outcome was obtained in the com-
parison between tile nuwuer cunserVation vs. the transfer conserva-

tion ItsKs -(F2,,d1, of=1,6v, p.c.10. A greater number of number
conservetion trials were passed 0e43.64) compared to the transfer
taSk 4).
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Pretraininn Imo i;e1ated to Posy.testperforwance. Out of the 48
UffUrJ60 received .iu....;:)er conservanon traiiiing, Z1 subjects
9dve nuooer conserving responses oh the ihwediate posttest.
There were 17 subjacts who gave no conserving responses at all
either on nuwber conservation or the transfer tasks. These two
groups Cdfl ou exawined to detcamine whether they differ from
each other on day of the pret,2st measurts. Table i. presents the
weans add stanuaru deviationfor tnese two groups on each of the
pretraining variables.

TABLE 8

HEMS FOR POSTTEST COUSERVERS AO NONCOUSERVERS

Oil PRETRAIIUG VARIABLES

Conservation of Uuwber
X SD

Ho Conservation
X SD

t

Age 6.84 0.29 5.69 0.42 1.30*

Lev-Sh 20.87 4.46 20.32 4.92 I

KRISP Time 4.48 1.25 4.87 2.10 1

KRISP Error 2.81 1.40 2.77 1.73 1

Nutur Case 3.21 2.00 3.44 1.40 1

Trials to Crit. 8.91 1.69 11.06 3.86 2.14**

II= 21 17

* p 4 0.1

** p 4 0.025

Inspection of Table 8 indicates that, over all training,
chiluren woo acquired conservation are not very diffuront on the
wnole from children wno uid not benefit frow training. Two

exceptions vu that those who acquired conservation were older
(pe...10 and took significantly fewer trials to criterion (regard-
less of the type ui training) than children who did not acquire con-
servation (P.Z.ue:).

We aLluiti011ai procw.wc was carricu out with the data fur the
protaining variables. TGe trained subjects were again divided
into three prouns according to wnetner they had made gains in con-
servation rc;:;punSs postt(;5t to OiAdye0 r:)S ttt S t> sttlywA the ScitM,

or lost. There were no significahc differences awdng the means for
these thred groups on any uf the pr:itraihing variables.
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Relation of iustificaties to tyye of trainina. An analysis of the
:C. .77.7.:77:sr;F:errstue , reported in

Table 6, did aot demonstrate a cognitive style influence. Tne
justificatiens for numeer conservation offered by children who
conserved after training were also examined. Table 9 records the
number of conserving responses justified by counting strategies
or non-counting strategies according to tne type of training which
the child received.

TABLE 9

JUSTIFICATIONS FOR CONSERVING RESPONSES ACCORDING

TO TYPE OF TRAINING

Training

Justification Discrimination Reversibility

Counting 8 3

Non-Counting 3

(p = 0.0634 by Fisher's exact test)

7

It does appear that the type of training affected the justi-
fication offered by the chile. It can ue argued that 'cols finding
provides some indirect evidenc.e tnat tne two types of training
did have effects which were different from eacu ouner. And, children
did acquire the strdtegies whicn the training techniques were ue-
signed to fuster. ilost of the cniluren (6 out of 11) trained by
the discrimination procedure either counted or.said "five and five"
without countion. The discrimination training did include tne
suggestion that the child could count. however, the objects and
the form of tne posttest items were quite different tram tne trai-
ning trials so that the use of counting would seem to be a genuine
transfer of stratety. Another child used eeditien-subtraction und,
of the remaining two, one said, "Ue took out five for eacn"
(previous equality) and tne otner described the operation performed,
e.g., "you just spread them out". Among the children trained by
reversibility procedures, three also counted but six either refer-
red to the previous equelizy or described the operation performed.
The remaining child said "still five", a troublesome response to
classify because it dueS contain the number out there is not
counting and tne wore "still" implies tne recognition of an iden-
tity. These classifications were made on tne basis of the first
response 4flU :,01.;e eventually offered all to possible justifications,
nowever, "still five" was not the first choice of the discrimination
group. Generally, there was little change from posttest to delayed
posttest, that is, most subjects gave the same justification.
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Interacdon of 10/1.)::, of training and counitive style. Table 10 pre-
sents tne nuwoer uf cniluren vino aceoired cunservetion of number fur
each cumuinativa uf tnu two cognitive styles on the imediete and
eelayed posttests.

TABLE lii

WDER of TRAINED SUBJECTS ACOUIANG NU!JBER CONSERVATIW,
COGNITIVE STYLES C014BINED, 'MEDIATE ANo DELAYED POSTTESTS

Immediate Posttest
Impulsive Reflective Total

Delayed Posttest
Impulsive Reflective Total

Levelers 8 2 10 7 2 9

Sharpeners 4 7 11 2 7 9

Total 14 9 21 9 9 18

It can be seem in Table 10 that while impulsive and reflectives
have learned at about tile same rate dud so ildite tne levelers and
sharpeners, tneee is a clear advantage for impulsive-levelers and
reflective-snarpuners over eitoer reflective-levelers ur impulsive-
soarpeners. Also, tne three suujects WHO gave conserving answers
on tne pusttest out nut on tne delayed pusttest were all impulsive.

To assess tne manner in wnich this pattern of results interacted
with different forms of training, two analyses of variance were
Carried out, one: for toe conservatiun uf number and tne utiter fur
the trausfer tas4s. Fur tne analyses, 'cue two training groups
were reteined as a factor taut tne control yruup WdS nut:. since at
this point in the analysis ic was KflUV/11 that an overull training
effect was preseet awl ow primary interest now centered aruund the
interaction of style types with training. Table 11 contains tele
ween numuur of conserving responses 01 coeservatiun uf number ob-
tained from children classified according to both impulsivity-
reflective scures and leveling-sharpening scores fur uiscrimination
ai'J reversibility training.

TABLE 11

MEAN OF NUOBER CONSERVING RESPuNSES:CUGNITIVE
STYLES DV TRAInI06 I1.10EDIATE Add DELAYED PUSTTESTS CONBINED

Iwpdisive
Di scrim. Revers.

kefleCtiVe
Discrim. Revers.

Ccmiuined I-k

Vi scrim. Revers.

Levelers 1. Sys 2.79 1.j3 u 1.46 1.6.3

Sharpeners U, by 1.57 2.50 1.60 1.86 1.59

Combined L-S 1.15 2.18 1.92 0.60
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An analysis of variance of the data represented in Table 11
was undertaken. Two significant effects emerged. First, a two
way interaction between the two cognitive styles emergeo
(F=7.79, uf=1,40, e fs.01). In effect tnis interaction is con-
gFuent wi iii tile pa uteri of results given in Thule 10. Compare('

with impulsive-sharpeners or reflective-levelers tne other two
combinatieas of reflective-sharpeners and impulsive-levelers
are much more responsive to 'conservation training. Second, a
significant two way interaction occurred between the impulsive-
reflective cognitive style dimension and the type of training
auministereu (F=1.41, of=1,40, p < .01 ). Tile means relevant fur
uescribing tnis internceibn appear in the bottom row of Table 11.
Impulsives prufit more from discrimination training wnereas reflec-
tives are more susceptiule to reversibility training. There was no
evidence tnac the t.ype of training differently nffecteo levelers as
opposed to sharpeners (F4,1, n.s.): Tile last two columns of
Taub: 11 indicate tnat tne means are very similar. Finally it
snuuld De noted that tnere were no significant performance differ-
ences between impulsives and reflectives, petvrekin levelers and
snarpeners, nor between tfle uiSCrimiflatiun and reversioilitY
training procedure (F's( 1.0, n.s.).

Tile transfer tasks from cite imueuiate and ueloyed posttests
were also exumineu to ascertain in of cognitive styles
with different types of training. Triple le contains tile mean
nwouer of conserving responses on tow transfer tasks for children
classifieu accoruing to bow cognitive style components aS well
as type of training they received. To enable comparisons with
data from number conservation, the total number of responses in
the transfer task was uiviueu by two. As nutcu previously, twice
as many transfer tasks Were 9iVefl.

TABLE 12

MEAN OF TRANSFER CONSERVING RESPONSES: COGNITIVE STYLES BY
TRAINING, IrldEDIATE And bELAYEb POSTTESTS CUMBInE0

Impulsive
Discrim. Revers.

Reflective
biscrim. Revers.

Combined I -'

Discrim. Revers.

Levelers 0.29 0.28 1.21 0,30 0.75 0.29

Sharpeners 0.44 1.1)8 0.78 0.95 U. 6:a 1.30

Combined L-S U.34 0.94 LOU 041)

An dnalysis of variance of the data represented in Table lz
revealed taro significant outcomes as well as two marginally signi-
ficant finuings. There was a significant change in tne number of
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conserving responses from the immediate to the delayed posttest
(F=4./7, df=1,0, p 4.0o). 1w averaye of o.ue consevioy responses
appedreu in the immeuiate posttest compared to an average of 0.6:$
responses in the deleyeu pusttest. Further, a significant inter-
actiuo was found between tne impulsive-reflective eoynitive stYle
factor and tne ibmediate-delayed posttest fector (t.e.47, off1,40,

1) (.06). The mean score for the imonlsives un the ileaediate post-
test was 0.04 end for tne uelaied posttest it was 0.64. The mean
for tee reflectives on tne immeuiate posttest was 0.4)0, and fur
tne delayed pus ttest toe mean VidS LUZ. From tueSe.idedOS it can
ere seen that tne interaction effect was due mainly to tae gains
made by the reflectives from the iledeUlato posttest to. tne delayed
posttest.

Loth of tflu margieally significant effects involved the inter-
action of the two cognitive style measures witn the treiaing vari-
able. keydruing tne interaction of leveling-snapening with trai-
ning (F- ..1.4e, uf,1,40, p<.10) levelers tend to profit mure from
discriminaeiun training proceuures while snarpeuers profited mere
reversibility training. Tne igst two colleens of Taule 14 depict
this oetcome. In the interaction of impulsivity-reflectivity and
training (F=3.40, df=1,40, pc.10) tne outcome was similar to tne
previous anelysis invulvinu numuer conservation. Impulsives were
more susceptiule to reversioility training whereas reflectives pro-
fited more from uiscriminatiun training. The uottom row of Taole le
shows this pattern of finuings.

Discussion

Before considering the several findings which relate to cog-
nitive style andcoeservdcion, some comments regardiny the training
effects independent of cogaitive style will be offered. Tuta
training techniques induced conservation relative to the control
group. dearly half of the children in the trainingcroups acquired
conservation Oile only one chilo in the control group did so.
Thus, the present findings conform to the host of studies performed
over tne past decade (cf. Crainerd & Allen, 1971) which show that
conservation is influenced by training. alorcover, the findings in-
diccice, as in previous studies (e.g., Ceilin, 196e) that: the age
of a child is a geoeral f=actor which affects susceptibility cu
conservation training. Older children are more likely to profit
from eonservecion training than younger children.

Since the present criterion for eooservation was of a stringent
type and required an eueouote Justification, it was possible to de-
termine the relationehip between of of tra4nier! edliinistered aee'

type ofJustificution yiven by `he children in the post-tescs. Inc
results showed Wild received discriminatiun training
gave predomieancly counting Justifications, whereas children who
received reversibility traininy offered nrevioue nuantity (e.g.,
"You just moved th:A") ana other noe-coantiny justifications. ley

comparison, a majurity or the natural ceeeervers (eo,;), like cne
discrimination trainee children, eupplied counting as d basis for
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their justifications. Tice similarity between natural conservers
and discrimination trained conservers, on the one hand, and their
difference from the reversibility trained conservers suggests that
there may he swe important differences in the type of conservation
which the 1-,.44) training procedures induce. Sciuuliret.al. (197e),
for instance, suggest that some reversibility traininn techniques
can result in a form of pseudo-conservation which is "preoperational"
in character.

in addition, it was found that the acouisitioh involved in the
two training tecnnioues appeared to bo somewhat different. The
children who acquired conservation under discrimination training
took significantly fewer trials to criterion toan the children who
did not acquire conservation under discrimination training (:4..uti).
Under reversibility training no clear relationship between trials
to criterion and conservation in the post-tests was found. dos.:

of the children supplied with reversibility training could predict
equality on return starting with toe first Thus, compliance
with reversibility training wa i. less likely to result in conserva-
tion acquisition.

Given these differences between discrimination and reversibility
training, an intriguing possibility fur future research veuld ha to
determine whether training teenniques provide rather different forms
of conservation mastery. If se, such differences might De expected
to appear in different performance (cf. Flavell 1)0)
and "heneralizability" profiles across cugnitive measures essumed
to be related to nuoiher conservation (e.g., leteasdring, classification).

The findin;is show that cognitive style variables--a4= ergiated
to the process of conservation acquisition in several waysTiTe
major finding of the study was in support of the central nepotaesis,
i.e., u Style X training ioterdction. On the nu.ober conservation
task, fihpulsive children profited must from reversibility training
while discrimination training Ws most effective amoog reflective
children. There Was also some evidence that a similar kind of inter-
action occurred in the transfer tests of conservation. iloreover,

the interaction did not simply show that fiApuisives failed to pro-
fit from the discriijnation &raining. It also showed the converse
effect with reflective children. Reversibility training was a less
effective inducer of conservation in this group. Thus, tnere appeared
to be a genuine interaction whereby different training tecnniques
are most effective in different cognitive style groups.

The most plausible eenlenation for this outcome was tentatively
suggested in the introduction. Reversibility training wnich requires
less stimulus scanninh and dissection was more appropriately suited
to the conceptual tempo and mode of information processing of impul-
sive children. Several investihators Drake. Mr; Zelinker
et.al., 1 72) have examined cnaracteriscic information processinh
differences between impulsive and reflective chiloren. These studies
support the notion tacit reflective children engage in more visual
scanninh ,arid point by point couparisons than impeisive chiloren.i

lit should be rioted that these characteristic information processing
styles appear to be closely releced co the feet that refleccives are
engaged for lonher periods of tfiae with these visual arrays.
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While the foregoing line of reasoning may explain the inability of
the impulsives to profit from discrimination traioiog, it dots not
explain why reversibility traininh was much less effective. among
reflective children. Other tnan requiring less stimulus scanning
and analysis, it is not clear what specific demands. the reversibi-
lity technique contains which make it more difficult for reflective
chi ldren.

In addition to its interaction with different training proce-
dures, certain aspects of the impulsive-reflective di; erasion were
related to processes of conservation acquisition in other important
ways. first, natural conservers were found to make fewer errors on
the WISP than non-conservers prior to any training. Although no
data were collected on the visual scanning patterns during explora-
tion of the KRIS!) items, previous research supports tne assumption
that children who made more errors were loss systematic in their
search strategies (Zelinker et.ol., 1:/72). Furthermore, other in-
vestigators (O'bryan & Roersma, 1:01) have shown that in the visual
inspection of conservation pronlems (whereby two perceptually eqUi-
valein quantities ore displayed and then one of these is transfonaed
into another perceptual shape or configuration), natural conservers
display more systematic exploration (decentrations) and comparisons
(couplings) of the conservation itezis tnan non-conservers. From
the present findinhs it would see,.: that such syste.hatic perceptual

activity is not limited to the cooservation problems per se, but
extends to other arrays which bear resemblance to conservation tasks.
In this sense, conservation acquisition appears to be associated
with a fairly generalized shift inlay from "perceptual seduction".
of course, tne directionality of these processes is not clear; that
is, it is not known if perceptual activity is a condition for cog-
nitive reorganization, if the reverse is true, or if each of the
two processes reciprocally affect a change in the other.

Anotner finding, limited co the transfer task.c.:., snowed that re-
flective children improve their performance from the immediate to
the delayed post-h.;st while impulsive children do not. Ihimediate

to delayed post-test improvements have been noted severr..1 times in
previous conservation research (e.g., Curcio ecsal., 1:371), cithoolii
the reasons for such i;,:prove..!ents nave not lEen cloth" ly u;icio.s.;),.i.
Goulet (1972) suggests tnat certain aspects of cognitive Cil:i;1;_it: ;WC
due to two typos of skills, enactive and inhibitory. Enuctive shills
are skills which are used directly in the learning probie.a anu tney
are positively correlated with the idastery of the tusk. In
skills are skills which make it possible for the individual to with-
hold a response or strategy which interferes with-cask wastvy.
and el: assumes toac performance is a product of both enactive and
inhibitory skills and that inhibitory skills are developed later
than enactive skills,,an assumption winch parallels a distinction
between competchr.e and performance offered by Flavell and t:onlwill
(19oJ). Once enactive skills (such as discrimination, or perhaps
in Piaget's terms, coi:pothisation and reversibility) have developed
the crucial factor on a 0 V(217 (Ask Loy be the ability to delay a
response so that enactive Wills c;in be utilized fully. This ex-
planation is consistent with many observations (e.g., Naga, passim)
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that children often possess the prerequisite skills for conservation,
such as addition-subtraction, reversibility or compensatioos Out still
they do not conserve.

;owlet explicitly sLogests that the acquisition of conservation
can be seen a; depenoent upon both enactive and inhibitory skills.
Conservation training stadies which emphasize Liia acouisition of com-
ponent skills such as addition-subtraction, reversibility, etc. (e.g.,
Uallach et.al., 1967) have focused upon enactive skills wnile Bruner
(ludo) and others appear to suggest tnat training snould be desiped
to inhibit toe child's tendency to attend to illusory or misleading
cues.

The ability to deploy these inhibitory strategies in the conser-
vation problem may bo one reason for the reflective's improved pe-
formance in the delayed post-test. Immediately after training tile
enactive rules for conservation provided by sucn training Siiuulu exert
their strongest influence. !litn the passage of time the importance
of enactive processes relative to inhibitory influences may decline.
As inhibitory skills become a more predominant aspect of the conser-
vation problem, reflectives will pefurm Mat ucn better on conser-
vation tasks than impulsive children. Although the foregoing ee.-
planation contains several unsupported inferences, it is plausible
enough to warrant further investigation.

Finelly, an interesting interaction e:eerged between the leveling-
sharpening and impulsive-reflective dimensions on the nuelber conser-
vatiun post-cests. Certain coebinations of these two styles (i.e.,
impulsive levelers and reflective sharpeners) were associated with
a greater susceptibility to conservation training. 1;ot enougn is

known about the relationship between the two cognitive style dimen-
sions to speculate further upon tne causes for such an interaction.
Since no other tests of mental ability were administered it is not
known, for instance, whether any overall I.O. differences existed
among the four Cognitive style combinations.

In summary, the results showed several instances in which cog-
nitive style variables interacted with processes of conservation
acquisition. Style variables_ were associated with; (1) tae conser-
vation status of children before training; (2) tne susceptibility of
children to different forms of training, and (3) improve:dents in
conservation status from immediate to uela,yeu post-tests. Pernaps
the most consistent and sensible interaction was the anticipated
style X training interaction. In this interaction it was shcAni cnat
impulsive children profit most from reversibility training and re-
flective children profit most from discrimination training. On the
other han(4 the leveling-sharpening dimension did not se;i2J to inter-
act with conservation acquisition in any consistent ,kinner. The
leveling-sharpening dimension is tnougnt to i;cp heavily processes
of memory ano infor;:,ation retrieval. Perhaps such processes are
leas important in conservation then in other domains of co:initive
development. Fur instance, it has been suggested (6ryant Trabasso,
1971) that the ability to solve transitivity problems is strongly
influcnceu by memory. If so, perhaps the level i ie:-s ha rpening di -

wens ion would be more cleir'ly related to transitive reusening tess
than it is to conservation tasks.
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